
 

 

Press release  
 

TRANEN: Johan Rosenmunthe Camping by the Solo River June 25th – August 13th 2016  

Opening Friday June 24th 5-7 pm  
 

 
"Things Constantly change, a flowing-matter where no point of anchorage nor center of reference 

would be assignable" - Henri Bergson 

Tranen is proud to present Johan Rosenmunthes Camping by the Solo River, the final minimalistic 

part of the 'Sensibility - Sensual / Emotional / Minimal' season 2016.  

Past, future and a compact ungraspable contemporary now appear to be folded into one 

complex state in Johan Rosenmunthes soloexhibition. Rosenmunthe’s immersive installation takes its 

starting point at the earliest known pre-historic designs done by Homo Erectus at sea shells found on 

the Indonesian island of Java. Solo River is the major river that runs through Java and the exhibition 

connects the physical location of Java to the digital programming language Java in an installation 

that takes the form of a combination of Land Art ad high technology. 

With a smartphone in hand, visitors as modern archaeologists, can uncover the hidden layers that 

exist in silkscreens paintings on the walls, by photographing them with the phone's flash on. 

Camping by the Solo River approach the nature-culture relationship from a macro perspective. The 
movement from Homoerectus development of instruments and symbolic characters - to our own 
time’s 'back to nature' lifestyle trends zoom  in on human nature as an ancient social phenomenon. 
 
"I'm interested in our understanding of objects within systems - social systems." Johan Rosenmunthe 
explains in the exhibition guide.  

 
Camping by the Solo River focuses on how humans grasp the world through certain technologies. It 
explores our aesthetisation of our surroundings and the urge to create meaning by putting certain 
objects in the center of our culture - from the memetic building of sand castles by the shore, to the 
compulsive need to document our sensations and experiences on photographs.  
 

'Sensibility - Sensual / Emotional / Minimal' is Tranen’s spring-summer program in 2016. Sensitivity can 

be described as a sensitivity, or a preference for a specific style or sensuality. It shapes our life-world 

and sociality - and influence how we sensurously, rather than logically and linguistically, experience 

the culture we live in. Sensibility presents artists who in three different ways focus on and work with 

the notion of Sensibility. 

Bio Johan Rosenmunthe is educated at The Photographic School Fatamorgana and is co-founder 

of the curatorial collective - and art publishers 'Vertical Horizontal', as well as founder of the 

exhibition site 'New Shelter Plan' and art festival 'One Thousand Books'. Rosenmunthe has exhibited 

and performet on MILK Gallery Oslo, Norway, C / O Berlin, Germany Museum of Contemporary Art 

Santa Barbara, USA, Reykjavík  Museum of Photography Island, Tate Modern, England, Galerie de 

l'Escale Paris France, Gallery Format Malmo, Sweden, Rohde Contemporary and bl .a. Gallery 

Poulsen, Photographic Centre, Kunsthal Charlottenborg and Den Frie in Denmark. 
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